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(54) MEDIUM PROCESSING APPARATUS

(57) A medium processing apparatus includes a re-
ceiving and dispensing port, a discriminating unit, a tem-
porary storage, a reject cassette in which an abnormal
medium temporarily stored in the temporary storage and
a carried abnormal medium among media being with-
drawn are collected and stored, a plurality of recycling
cassettes configured to store media to be withdrawn, a
first driving unit configured to drive a carrying path be-

tween an outlet of the discriminating unit and each of the
receiving and dispensing port and the temporary storage,
a second driving unit configured to drive a carrying path
between an inlet of the discriminating unit and an inlet of
the reject cassette and be a belt-roller type, and a third
driving unit configured to drive a carrying path between
the inlet of the reject cassette and each of inlets of the
plurality of recycling cassettes and be a belt-guide type.
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Description

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION

[0001] This application claims priority to and the benefit
of Korean Patent Application No. 10-2015-0190316, filed
on December 30, 2015, the disclosure of which is incor-
porated herein by reference in its entirety.

BACKGROUND

1. Field of the Invention

[0002] The present invention relates to a medium
processing apparatus, and more particularly, to a medi-
um processing apparatus capable of reducing manufac-
turing costs of a driving unit for carrying a medium and
quickly rejecting an abnormal medium when withdrawing
media.

2. Discussion of Related Art

[0003] Generally, an automated teller machine (ATM)
includes a medium processing apparatus for depositing
or withdrawing a medium such as paper money, checks,
and the like.
[0004] A general medium processing apparatus in-
cludes a receiving and dispensing port for enabling a
user to insert or receive a medium for receiving and dis-
pensing, a discriminating unit configured to determine
whether a medium inserted or withdrawn through the re-
ceiving and dispensing port is normal, a temporary stor-
age configured to temporarily store paper money that is
determined to be a normal banknote by the discriminating
unit, a medium storage including a plurality of cassettes
configured to store a deposited medium and eject a me-
dium accommodated therein when there is a request for
withdrawal, and a carrying path configured to connect
the receiving and dispensing port, the discriminating unit,
the temporary storage, and the medium storage to one
another and carry a medium. The medium storage may
include a plurality of recycling cassettes configured to
store deposited media or media for withdrawal and a re-
ject cassette configured to store a rejected banknote dis-
criminated as abnormal during withdrawal.
[0005] A prior art related to the above-described me-
dium processing apparatus with the medium storage in-
cluding the plurality of recycling cassettes and the reject
cassette is disclosed in Korean Patent Registration Nos.
10-1534412 and 10-1527653.
[0006] The prior patents are configured to include con-
nected carrying paths connected to an upper module and
a lower module at both sides of a medium processing
apparatus to reduce a time for processing a rejected ban-
knote during withdrawal.
[0007] However, according to such an above-de-
scribed configuration, the number of connected carrying
paths for connecting the upper module and the lower

module is increased and manufacturing costs of the car-
rying paths increase and a structure of the carrying path
is complicated.
[0008] Also, when a rejected banknote that may cause
an obstacle to carrying is included in withdrawn media,
since a means for sensing a rejected banknote and col-
lecting and processing the rejected banknote is inade-
quate between the medium storage and the discriminat-
ing unit, it is difficult to quickly collect and process the
rejected banknote.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0009] The present invention provides a medium
processing apparatus capable of reducing manufactur-
ing costs of a driving unit for carrying a medium and ad-
ditionally preventing an occurrence of an obstacle to a
machine by quickly rejecting an abnormal medium during
withdrawal.
[0010] According to an aspect of the present invention,
there is provided a medium processing apparatus com-
prising: a receiving and dispensing port at which a me-
dium is inserted and withdrawn; a discriminating unit con-
figured to determine whether the medium is normal; a
temporary storage in which an abnormal medium deter-
mined to be abnormal by the discriminating unit during
withdrawal is temporarily stored; a reject cassette in
which the abnormal medium temporarily stored in the
temporary storage and a carried abnormal medium
among media being withdrawn are collected and stored;
a plurality of recycling cassettes configured to store me-
dia to be withdrawn; a first driving unit configured to drive
a carrying path between an outlet of the discriminating
unit, the receiving and dispensing port and the temporary
storage; a second driving unit configured to drive a car-
rying path between an inlet of the discriminating unit and
an inlet of the reject cassette and be a belt-roller type;
and a third driving unit configured to drive a carrying path
between the inlet of the reject cassette and inlets of the
plurality of recycling cassettes and be a belt-guide type.
[0011] The first driving unit, the second driving unit,
and the third driving unit are independently driven and
controlled.
[0012] The receiving and dispensing port, the discrim-
inating unit, the temporary storage, and the first driving
unit are provided at an upper module, the reject cassette,
the plurality of recycling cassettes, and the third driving
unit are provided at a lower module stacked below the
upper module, and the second driving unit is provided at
both the upper module and the lower module.
[0013] The discriminating unit is provided at one side
of the upper module and the reject cassette is provided
at one side of the lower module close to the discriminating
unit to minimize a length of the second driving unit.
[0014] When the discriminating unit senses the carried
abnormal medium during withdrawal of media, the first
driving unit remains in a driven state in a withdrawal di-
rection and the second driving unit and the third driving
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unit are controlled to stop being driven.
[0015] After the driving of the second driving unit and
the third driving unit is stopped, withdrawn media are
collected and stored in the plurality of recycling cassettes
by reversely driving of the third driving unit, and wherein
when the collecting of the withdrawn media at the plurality
of recycling cassettes is completed, the carried abnormal
medium is collected and stored in the reject cassette by
reversely driving of the second driving unit.
[0016] After the driving of the second driving unit and
the third driving unit is stopped, the second driving unit
and the third driving unit are reversely driven at the same
time so that the withdrawn media are collected and stored
in the plurality of recycling cassettes and the carried ab-
normal medium is collected and stored in the reject cas-
sette.
[0017] A sensor for sensing a skewed medium is pro-
vided at the inlet of the discriminating unit.
[0018] A plurality of sensors for sensing whether media
to be withdrawn are normal are provided on the carrying
paths of the second driving unit and the third driving unit,
and wherein the plurality of sensors sense an overly-long
medium and a short-interval medium.
[0019] When the plurality of sensors sense the carried
abnormal medium, the carried abnormal medium enters
the second driving unit and then, due to reversely driving
of the second driving unit, the carried abnormal medium
is collected and stored in the reject cassette.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0020] The above and other objects, features and ad-
vantages of the present invention will become more ap-
parent to those of ordinary skill in the art by describing
exemplary embodiments thereof in detail with reference
to the accompanying drawings, in which:

FIG. 1 is a view illustrating components of a medium
processing apparatus according to embodiments of
the present invention;
FIG. 2A is a side view of a belt-roller type carrying
structure of a second driving unit, and FIG. 2B is a
side view of a belt-guide type carrying structure of a
third driving unit;
FIG. 3 is a view illustrating carrying paths for a normal
medium and an abnormal medium during withdrawal
in a medium processing apparatus according to em-
bodiments of the present invention;
FIG. 4 is a view illustrating a carrying path in which
an abnormal medium temporarily stored in a tempo-
rary storage is collected at a reject cassette during
withdrawal in the medium processing apparatus ac-
cording to embodiments of the present invention;
FIG. 5 is a view illustrating a state in which a first
driving unit is driven and driving of the second driving
unit and the third driving unit is stopped when a car-
ried abnormal medium is sensed during withdrawal
in the medium processing apparatus according to

embodiments of the present invention;
FIG. 6 is a view illustrating a state in which withdrawn
media are collected at a recycling cassette by re-
versely driving of the third driving unit when a carried
abnormal medium is sensed during withdrawal in the
medium processing apparatus according to embod-
iments of the present invention;
FIG. 7 is a view illustrating a state in which, a carried
abnormal medium is collected at the reject cassette
by reversely driving of the third driving unit when the
carried abnormal medium is sensed during with-
drawal in the medium processing apparatus accord-
ing to embodiments of the present invention; and
FIG. 8 is a view illustrating a state in which withdrawn
media are collected at the recycling cassette and a
carried abnormal medium is collected at the reject
cassette by the second driving unit and the third driv-
ing unit being reversely driven at the same time when
the carried abnormal medium is sensed during with-
drawal in the medium processing apparatus accord-
ing to embodiments of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EXEMPLARY EMBOD-
IMENTS

[0021] Hereinafter, a configuration and operations ac-
cording to exemplary embodiments of the present inven-
tion will be described in detail as follows.
[0022] Referring to FIG. 1, a medium processing ap-
paratus according to embodiments of the present inven-
tion includes a receiving and dispensing port 110 at which
a medium may be inserted or withdrawn, a discriminating
unit 120 configured to determine whether the medium is
normal, a temporary storage 130 in which an abnormal
medium determined to be abnormal by the discriminating
unit during withdrawal is temporarily stored, a reject cas-
sette 210 in which the abnormal medium temporarily
stored in the temporary storage 130 and a carried abnor-
mal medium among media being withdrawn are collected
and stored, a plurality of recycling cassettes 220 config-
ured to store media to be withdrawn, a first driving unit
300a configured to drive a carrying path between an out-
let of the discriminating unit 120 and each of the receiving
and dispensing port 110 and the temporary storage 130,
a second driving unit 300b configured to drive a carrying
path between an inlet of the discriminating unit 120 and
an inlet of the reject cassette 210 and be a belt-roller
type, and a third driving unit 300c configured to drive a
carrying path between the inlet of the reject cassette 210
and inlets of the plurality of recycling cassettes 220 and
be a belt-guide type.
[0023] The first driving unit 300a, the second driving
unit 300b, and the third driving unit 300c are configured
to be separately driven and controlled.
[0024] The receiving and dispensing port 110 includes
a separating device 112 configured to separate deposit-
ed media inserted into an internal space 111, which is a
space into which media are inserted during depositing or
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at which media are stacked during withdrawal, to be
transferred one by one to a carrying path 310, and a
stacking device 113 configured to stack the media carried
through a carrying path 330 in the internal space 111.
The internal space 111 may be separated into a plurality
spaces by one or more dividers.
[0025] The separating device 112 and the stacking de-
vice 113 are each configured as a plurality of facing roll-
ers, and media are separated or stacked by rotating the
rollers. The separating device 112 includes a pickup roller
for separating media one by one.
[0026] The discriminating unit 120 determines whether
a medium transferred along the carrying paths 310 and
320 is abnormal and discriminates banknotes according
to a type thereof and includes a carrying path. A driving
device configured to be driven to enable media to be
carried both ways is provided at the carrying path.
[0027] The discriminating unit 120 includes a sensor
S1 configured to sense whether a medium is skewed,
that is, tilted from a carrying direction toward one side,
at the inlet thereof and a sensing means such as an image
sensor, a two-sheet sensing portion, and the like therein,
senses media passing along the carrying paths 310 and
320, simultaneously scans images of the media, detects
whether carried media are original, types of the carried
media, and whether the carried media are damaged, and
transmits detected information to a controller.
[0028] The discriminating unit 120 discriminates a nor-
mal medium from an abnormal medium. Abnormal media
include media that are abnormal but do not act as an
obstacle to carrying media, such as a banknote type dif-
ferent from a preset banknote type, partially damaged or
old paper money, and the like (hereinafter, abnormal me-
dia that do not act as an obstacle will be referred to as
abnormal media) and media that may act as an obstacle
according to a jam caused by a stacking failure when the
media are stacked in the temporary storage 130, such
as skewed media, overly-long media carried such that
two sheets overlap, and short-interval media with a small-
er interval between sequentially carried media than a pre-
set interval (hereinafter, the media that may act as an
obstacle will be referred to as carried abnormal media).
[0029] When media are withdrawn as described
above, abnormal media among media determined by the
discriminating unit 120 to be abnormal media are tem-
porarily stored in the temporary storage 130, and carried
abnormal media are returned and collected at the reject
cassette 210.
[0030] The temporary storage 130 temporarily stores
the abnormal media determined to be abnormal by the
discriminating unit 120 during withdrawal and discharges
the temporarily stored media into a carrying path 340
after withdrawal of normal media is completed.
[0031] A separating and stacking device 131 config-
ured to stack and separate media is provided at an inlet
of the temporary storage 130, that is, at a position close
to the receiving and dispensing port 110. The separating
and stacking device 131 may include a pickup roller con-

figured to separate media stacked in an internal space
134 one by one, a feed roller configured to apply a transfer
force to the media separated one by one by the pickup
roller, and a guide roller installed opposite the feed roller
to prevent media from being separated two sheets at a
time.
[0032] The temporary storage 130 includes a front
plate 132 and a rear plate 133 to enable media to be
deposited in a horizontal direction while being stood in
the internal space 134. The rear plate 133 is movable
back and forth depending on a quantity of media stacked
in the internal space 134. A free space 140 may be formed
behind the temporary storage 130. In this case, capacity
of the temporary storage 130 may be increased by ex-
tending the temporary storage 130 in a direction opposite
a position of the receiving and dispensing port 110.
[0033] Carrying paths 310 to 380 for carrying media
according to embodiments of the present invention in-
clude a first carrying path 310 configured to connect the
separating device 112 of the receiving and dispensing
port 110 and the inlet of the discriminating unit 120, a
second carrying path 320 configured to connect the outlet
of the discriminating unit 120 and a gate 390, a third car-
rying path 330 configured to connect the gate 390 and
the stacking device 113 of the receiving and dispensing
port 110, a fourth carrying path 340 configured to connect
the gate 390 and the temporary storage 130, a fifth car-
rying path 350 configured to connect the inlet of the reject
cassette 210 and the inlets of the plurality of recycling
cassettes 220: 220-1, 220-2, 220-3, 220-4, and 220-5,
and a sixth carrying path 360 configured to connect the
inlet of the discriminating unit 120 and the inlet of the
reject cassette 210. The gate 390 is provided at a point
at which the second carrying path 320, the third carrying
path 330, and the fourth carrying path 340 intersect with
one another and changes a carrying direction of media.
[0034] Also, a connected carrying path 370 connected
to the reject cassette 210 and a connected carrying path
380 connected to the recycling cassettes 220 are con-
nected to the fifth carrying path 350.
[0035] The first driving unit 300a drives the second car-
rying path 320, the third carrying path 330, and the fourth
carrying path 340. The second driving unit 300b drives
the sixth carrying path 360. The third driving unit 300c
functions as a driving means for driving the fifth carrying
path 350.
[0036] In embodiments of the present invention, the
second driving unit 300b is configured as a belt-roller
type and the third driving unit 300c is configured as a
belt-guide type.
[0037] Referring to FIG. 2A, the belt-roller type second
driving unit 300b includes a belt 361 wound and rotated
between two pulleys 363 and a roller 362 circumscribed
and rotated with an outer surface of the belt 361, and is
configured to hold and carry media M between the belt
361 and the roller 362. According to such an above-de-
scribed belt-roller type carrying structure, media may be
smoothly carried by reducing a frictional force between
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the media and the roller 362.
[0038] Referring to FIG. 2B, the belt-guide type third
driving unit 300c includes one pair of guides 352 on both
sides of a belt 351, and is configured to hold and carry
the media M between an outer surface of the belt 351
and top ends of the pair of guides 352. According to such
an above-described belt-guide type carrying structure, a
frictional force between media and the guides 352 rela-
tively increases to prevent the media from being sepa-
rated two sheets at a time and manufacturing costs of
media carrying paths may be reduced by employing the
guides 352 with a simple configuration in comparison to
the belt-roller type carrying structure.
[0039] A plurality of sensors S2, S3, and S4 configured
to sense whether withdrawn media are normal, and par-
ticularly whether overly-long media and short-interval
media occur as described above, may be provided to be
separated at certain intervals.
[0040] The reject cassette 210 is a space configured
to collect and store media sensed as carried abnormal
media among withdrawal media and includes a separat-
ing and stacking device 211 configured to separate and
stack media at the inlet of the reject cassette 210.
[0041] The recycling cassettes 220 are spaces config-
ured to store media to be withdrawn and include sepa-
rating and stacking devices 221 configured to separate
and stack media at the inlets of the recycling cassettes
220.
[0042] The recycling cassettes 220 may include the
plurality of cassettes 220-1, 220-2, 220-3, 220-4, and
220-5 configured to store identical or different types of
media. When a plurality of different banknote types of
media are handled, the plurality of banknote types of me-
dia may be stored in one cassette or one banknote type
of media may be stored in one cassette.
[0043] Meanwhile, the receiving and dispensing port
110, the discriminating unit 120, the temporary storage
130, and the first driving unit 300a may be provided at
an upper module 100, and the reject cassette 210, the
plurality of recycling cassettes 220, and the third driving
unit 300c may be provided at a lower module 200 stacked
below the upper module 100. Here, the second driving
unit 300b may be provided at both the upper module 100
and the lower module 200.
[0044] Also, the discriminating unit 120 may be provid-
ed at one side of the upper module 100, and the reject
cassette 210 may be provided at one side of the lower
module 200 close to the discriminating unit 120 to mini-
mize a length of the second driving unit 300b.
[0045] Since the length of the second driving unit 300b
is configured as above to be short, media sensed as car-
ried abnormal media among withdrawn media may be
quickly collected at the reject cassette 210.
[0046] Hereinafter, referring to FIGS. 3 to 8, a process
of withdrawing media from the media processing appa-
ratus according to embodiments of the present invention
will be described.
[0047] Referring to FIG. 3, when media are being with-

drawn, media stored in the recycling cassettes 220 are
separated one by one by the separating and stacking
device 211 and transferred to the discriminating unit 120
by the third driving unit 300c and the second driving unit
300b being driven along the fifth carrying path 350 and
the sixth carrying path 360.
[0048] Media determined by the discriminating unit 120
to be normal are carried to the receiving and dispensing
port 110 by the first driving unit 300a being driven along
the second carrying path 320 and the third carrying path
330. Media determined by the discriminating unit 120 to
be abnormal media among abnormal media are carried
along the second carrying path 320 and then, due to di-
rectionally switching the gate 390, carried to the tempo-
rary storage 130 along the fourth carrying path 340 as is
shown by a dotted line in FIG. 3.
[0049] After withdrawal of normal media is completed
as shown in FIG. 4, the abnormal media temporarily
stored in the temporary storage 130 are separated from
the temporary storage 130 and carried to and collected
at the reject cassette 210 along the fourth carrying path
340, the gate 390, the second carrying path 320, the dis-
criminating unit 120, the sixth carrying path 360, and the
connected carrying path 370.
[0050] Referring to FIG. 5, when media determined by
the discriminating unit 120 to be carried abnormal media
occur while media are being withdrawn, the first driving
unit 300a is controlled to remain in a driven state in a
withdrawal direction, and the second driving unit 300b
and the third driving unit 300c are controlled to stop being
driven.
[0051] Accordingly, normal media or abnormal media
being carried in front of the outlet of the discriminating
unit 120 are carried toward the receiving and dispensing
port 110 or the temporary storage 130 by the first driving
unit 300a being driven, and carried abnormal media in-
side the discriminating unit 120 and withdrawn media be-
ing carried behind the outlet of the discriminating unit 120
remain in a state in which the carrying thereof is stopped.
[0052] Hereinafter, an example in which carried abnor-
mal media are rejected after driving of the second driving
unit 300b and the third driving unit 300c is stopped will
be described.
[0053] As an example, first, as shown in FIG. 6, with-
drawn media are collected and stored in the recycling
cassettes 220 through the fifth carrying path 350 by re-
versely driving of the third driving unit 300c.
[0054] When the collecting of the withdrawn media at
the recycling cassettes 220 is completed, as shown in
FIG. 7, carried abnormal media are collected and stored
in the reject cassette 210 through the sixth carrying path
360 by reversely driving of the second driving unit 300b.
[0055] As another example, the second driving unit
300b and the third driving unit 300c are reversely driven
at the same time after driving of the second driving unit
300b and the third driving unit 300c is stopped as shown
in FIG. 8 so that withdrawn media positioned at the fifth
carrying path 350 are collected and stored in the recycling
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cassettes 220 and carried abnormal media at the dis-
criminating unit 120 are collected and stored in the reject
cassette 210.
[0056] Meanwhile, when media are withdrawn, the plu-
rality of sensors S2, S4, and S5 provided on the carrying
paths of the second driving unit 300b and the third driving
unit 300c sense whether overly-long media and short-
interval media are present. When the carried abnormal
media such as the overly-long media and the short-inter-
val media among the withdrawn media is sensed, the
carried abnormal media enter the second driving unit
300b, and then the carried abnormal media are controlled
to be collected and stored in the reject cassette 210 by
reversely driving of the second driving unit 300b.
[0057] In this case, since it is possible to return the
carried abnormal media before the carried abnormal me-
dia are carried to the discriminating unit 120, a rejecting
time may be reduced.
[0058] According to embodiments of the present inven-
tion, a medium processing apparatus may include a roll-
er-guide type third driving unit provided above a plurality
of recycling cassettes to reduce manufacturing costs of
a driving unit for carrying a medium.
[0059] Also, when a retuned abnormal medium is
sensed during withdrawal of media, since a first driving
unit, a second driving unit, and a third driving unit are
separately driven, the first driving unit remains in a driven
state in a withdrawal direction and the second driving unit
and the third driving unit are reversely driven to quickly
reject a carried abnormal medium to prevent an obstacle
to a machine caused by carrying the carried abnormal
medium from occurring.
[0060] Also, since a reject cassette is disposed closer
to a discriminating unit, a length of the second driving
unit is minimized so that a time for rejecting a carried
abnormal medium is reduced.
[0061] Also, when a plurality of sensors provided at the
second driving unit and the third driving unit sense a car-
ried abnormal medium, the carried abnormal medium en-
ters the second driving unit and then is immediately re-
versely driven before reaching the discriminating unit so
that a rejecting process is more quickly performed.
[0062] It should be apparent to those skilled in the art
that various modifications can be made to the above-
described exemplary embodiments of the present inven-
tion without departing from the spirit or scope of the in-
vention. Thus, the present invention is intended to cover
all such modifications provided they come within the
scope of the appended claims and their equivalents.

Claims

1. A medium processing apparatus comprising:

a receiving and dispensing port at which a me-
dium is inserted and withdrawn;
a discriminating unit configured to determine

whether the medium is normal;
a temporary storage in which an abnormal me-
dium determined to be abnormal by the discrim-
inating unit during withdrawal is temporarily
stored;
a reject cassette in which the abnormal medium
temporarily stored in the temporary storage and
a carried abnormal medium among media being
withdrawn are collected and stored;
a plurality of recycling cassettes configured to
store media to be withdrawn;
a first driving unit configured to drive a carrying
path between an outlet of the discriminating unit,
the receiving and dispensing port and the tem-
porary storage;
a second driving unit configured to drive a car-
rying path between an inlet of the discriminating
unit and an inlet of the reject cassette and be a
belt-roller type; and
a third driving unit configured to drive a carrying
path between the inlet of the reject cassette and
inlets of the plurality of recycling cassettes and
be a belt-guide type.

2. The medium processing apparatus of claim 1,
wherein the first driving unit, the second driving unit,
and the third driving unit are independently driven
and controlled.

3. The medium processing apparatus of claim 1,
wherein the receiving and dispensing port, the dis-
criminating unit, the temporary storage, and the first
driving unit are provided at an upper module, the
reject cassette, the plurality of recycling cassettes,
and the third driving unit are provided at a lower mod-
ule stacked below the upper module, and the second
driving unit is provided at both the upper module and
the lower module.

4. The medium processing apparatus of claim 3,
wherein the discriminating unit is provided at one
side of the upper module and the reject cassette is
provided at one side of the lower module close to
the discriminating unit to minimize a length of the
second driving unit.

5. The medium processing apparatus of claim 1,
wherein when the discriminating unit senses the car-
ried abnormal medium during withdrawal of media,
the first driving unit remains in a driven state in a
withdrawal direction and the second driving unit and
the third driving unit are controlled to stop being driv-
en.

6. The medium processing apparatus of claim 5,
wherein after the driving of the second driving unit
and the third driving unit is stopped, withdrawn media
are collected and stored in the plurality of recycling
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cassettes by reversely driving of the third driving unit,
and
wherein when the collecting of the withdrawn media
at the plurality of recycling cassettes is completed,
the carried abnormal medium is collected and stored
in the reject cassette by reversely driving of the sec-
ond driving unit.

7. The medium processing apparatus of claim 5,
wherein after the driving of the second driving unit
and the third driving unit is stopped, the second driv-
ing unit and the third driving unit are reversely driven
at the same time so that the withdrawn media are
collected and stored in the plurality of recycling cas-
settes and the carried abnormal medium is collected
and stored in the reject cassette.

8. The medium processing apparatus of claim 1,
wherein a sensor for sensing a skewed medium is
provided at the inlet of the discriminating unit.

9. The medium processing apparatus of claim 1,
wherein a plurality of sensors for sensing whether
media to be withdrawn are normal are provided on
the carrying paths of the second driving unit and the
third driving unit, and
wherein the plurality of sensors sense an overly-long
medium and a short-interval medium.

10. The medium processing apparatus of claim 9,
wherein when the plurality of sensors sense the car-
ried abnormal medium, the carried abnormal medi-
um enters the second driving unit and then, due to
reversely driving of the second driving unit, the car-
ried abnormal medium is collected and stored in the
reject cassette.
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